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Abstract

A sector-specific minimum wage, while designed to protect workers in one booming
industry, might result in unintended consequences for other uncovered sectors. The
garment sector in Cambodia is the only sector with a strongly enforced and monitored
minimum wage. I study how changes in the garment minimum wage affect other low-
skill, uncovered sectors. A labor search model predicts that, given the outside option
channel for workers, the impact on the wage in the uncovered sector will be inverse-U
shaped. Empirical results show that an increase in minimum wage compresses female
wage distribution in the garment sector. There is evidence of positive spillovers to
non-garment, low-skill sectors using a difference-in-difference framework. A substantial
increase in minimum wage causes an increase in the average female wage in the low-
skill sector. The spillovers are stronger for individuals who live closer to the garment
factories or those in provinces where the garment sector is more present. As the
minimum wage in the garment sector keeps increasing, the spillover effect diminishes
and becomes negative, but statistically insignificant.
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1 Introduction

The impacts of minimum wage legislation on the labor market have important implica-
tions for economic welfare and are often a topic of debate for policymakers. While those
impacts have been studied thoroughly, both theoretically and empirically, in developed coun-
try contexts, analyses in developing countries are rare and difficult to interpret (Neumark
and Wascher, 2006). Developing countries often lack strict enforcement of labor legislations,
which makes understanding the impact of a policy change in minimum wage law challenging.

Freeman (2009) provides a comprehensive summary of studies of minimum wage in develop-
ing countries, most of which are in Latin America. While minimum wages often raise the pay
of low-wage workers, which results in a spike in the wage distribution around the minimum
wage in most contexts, their employment effects vary across countries and settings. Because
minimum wage legislation is often sector-specific, an interesting and important aspect of
minimum wage, besides the direct effect on the labor market of the covered sector, is its
spillovers to uncovered sectors. Papers so far have mostly focused on the spillovers of mini-
mum wage legislation in the formal sector to wages in the informal sector, which is very large
in most developing countries. Results are mixed, with spillovers found to be at times positive
and at times negative, depending on the context and factors affecting the labor supply and
demand (Fiszbein, 1992). Gindling and Terrell (2005) and Maloney and Mendez (2003) find
that formal sector minimum wages raise wages in the informal sector. This phenomenon is
documented as the “lighthouse” effect by these authors.

I present a novel context in Cambodia in which a minimum wage is only implemented and
regulated in one specific sector of the formal economy, specifically the garment manufactur-
ing sector. Spillovers in this paper should be thought of as a peer-effect changes in legislation
from one sector to another, rather than as the spillovers to wages above the minimum wage
in the same wage distribution, a concept that is more prevalent in labor economics literature.
Labor regulation raising the garment industry minimum wage has a direct impact on wage
and employment within the garment sector. Moreover, this sector-specific minimum wage
results in unintended consequences for the labor market outside of the garment manufac-
turing industry. Since most of the garment workers in Cambodia are female, the impact on
the labor market is more profound for the female labor market and female wages, as well
as employment and labor participation for female workers inside and outside of the garment
industry. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first paper that tackles the sector-specific
spillovers of minimum wage beyond the formal versus informal sector context.
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The garment manufacturing industry1 in Cambodia has a unique importance in the history of
the country and is the only sector in the entire country that has a minimum wage legislation.
After 1975, Cambodia suffered from genocide under the Pol Pot regime, then the Vietnam-
Cambodia war until the early 1990s. The Pol Pot regime specifically targeted the educated
population and destroyed schools, factories and production machinery. The country came
out of the war with very little human capital and an almost non-existent manufacturing
sector. After the 1994 trade agreement with the US, the garment industry was one of the
very first sectors in manufacturing that came to Cambodia. The government facilitated
and promoted the growth of the sector through a combination of tax incentives and special
industrialized zones in which garment factories could locate. The industry has been growing
steadily since, providing job opportunities to mostly women in Cambodia. Garment factories
prefer hiring female workers as machine operators due to their ability to pay attention to
detail, their sewing experiences, and their lower wages compared to men in the workforce.
The expansion of the garment industry to developing countries creates new job prospects
for women and contributes to increased educational attainment by young girls (Heath and
Mobarak, 2015). In the case of Cambodia, there is similar evidence for this effect of the
garment sector on the female workforce (Nguyen, 2016).

From the beginning of the garment industry, the Cambodian government implemented a
minimum wage in the sector, starting in 1997 at the nominal level of $US 40 per month. In
2008, the nominal garment minimum wage stood at $50 per month. This is a very small
change over a long span of time (11 years). However, in just five years from 2009 to 2014,
the nominal minimum wage in the garment sector increased rapidly from $50 to $100. In
real terms, this is an increase from $52 to $109 in 2010 dollars, which is more than double.
There are three major increases in the minimum wage during this period, which provides
the basis for my study.

Cambodia’s garment sector was under a lot of pressure from international buyers and or-
ganizations to increase the minimum wage. Thus, these three increases can be considered
exogenous shocks which are not correlated with local economic activities and trends. They
also provide three natural experiments to study the spillover effects. I start by constructing
a labor search model and wage bargaining with two sectors in an economy. Minimum wage is
imposed on one sector. I show how the spillovers to wage and employment in the uncovered
sector change when the minimum wage continues to rise. When the minimum wage starts

1The garment sector in Cambodia include textile, footwear and garment manufacturing. The minimum
wage applies to all factories in this sector.
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rising, at first the higher outside option, or increased value of employment, leads to higher
wage in the uncovered sector. When the minimum wage becomes too high, however, firms in
the covered sector post fewer and fewer vacancies, making it harder to get jobs in this sector.
This causes the value of unemployment to start falling. Thus, wages in the uncovered sector
start falling. I then test the model’s predictions using a difference-in-difference identifica-
tion given the context and structure of the data. I construct the “uncovered” sector which
contains all the low-skill sectors for female workers who are similar to garment workers in
terms of education, age and marital status. Since the choice of a garment factories’ location
is dependent mostly on a province’s location and distance to national roads, garment facto-
ries’ locations are unlikely to be correlated with the economic trends of other non-garment,
low-skill sectors in each province. Any change in the garment sector’s minimum wage should
affect only the low-skill sectors in a certain range of proximity to garment factories. Those
in low-skill sectors far away from garment factories should have no incentive to respond to
changes in the garment minimum wage. Therefore, I exploit the geographic variations in
terms of garment and non-garment provinces, as well as the minimum travel distance to the
nearest garment district. The empirical results show that, while the first increase in the
minimum wage from $50 to $61 has no significant impact, the second increase has significant
and positive effect on non-garment, low-skill average wage. The increase from $61 to $80 in
nominal minimum wage results in an increase of approximately $20 in the nominal low-skill
average wage. The third large increase in the garment minimum wage, however, results in a
negative change in low-skill wage, although the estimates are not significant. These findings
align with predictions from the model that the spillovers are inverse U-shaped.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, I provide new empirical evidence of spillover
of minimum wage in a sector-specific context. The existing literature finds some spillovers
of minimum wage in the formal sector to the uncovered informal sector. Fajnzylber (2001)
documents the effects in the informal sector as the “lighthouse effect,” whereby workers
in the informal sector, although not covered by the minimum wage, base their reservation
wages on the legal minimum wage in the formal sector. In an experimental context, Falk
et al. (2006) find evidence of positive spillover from the introduction of a minimum wage
policy. Workers raise reservation wages after a minimum wage is in place, this stems from a
perception of fairness. Mabli et al. (2007) and Flinn (2006) offer a theoretical explanation
through an on-the-job search model that explains how an increase in minimum wage could
increase the Nash bargaining power of already employed workers. This paper builds upon
the observations of these studies with new contexts and explanations. Second, I provide a
theoretical explanation of the spillover effects of minimum wage to the uncovered sector. I
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build upon the basic two-sector labor search model inspired by the work of Mortensen and
Pissarides (1994) and developed by Ulyssea (2010) to include a minimum wage in one sector
and attempt to explain the mechanisms of spillovers from rising minimum wage through the
channel of increasing outside options for workers.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the conceptual framework
and predictions from the theoretical model. Section 3 describes the empirical framework.
Section 4 explains my data source and variables of interest. Section 5 provides the main
empirical results and the underlying mechanisms. Section 6 investigates further the hetero-
geneous spillovers with distance to garment districts. Section 7 presents a placebo test, and,
finally, Section 8 concludes.

2 Framework

The classical model of a dual-sector competitive labor market predicts that an increase in
minimum wage in the covered sector will lead to higher wage and unemployment in the
covered sector. Labor will move from the covered to uncovered sector, increase the labor
supply and thus depress wages in the uncovered sector. Positive spillovers can occur, however,
if the covered sector can absorb higher minimum wage. The labor supply moves from the
uncovered sector to the covered sector, shifting down the supply of labor in the uncovered
sector. Equilibrium wage will increase in the uncovered sector if everything else remains
unchanged. This effect can also be the result in the case of monopsony in the labor market
where the introduction of minimum wage, as long as it lies below the competitive wage,
will increase wages and increase employment in the covered sector. The market competitive
equilibrium can only predict that spillovers occur in one direction, however, which is not
what my empirical results suggest. Therefore, I rely on a labor search framework with
wages determined through a Nash bargaining process to propose a different mechanism for
spillovers of a sector-specific minimum wage.

2.1 The Model

I extend the two-sector labor search model by Ulyssea (2010) and Moser and Stahler (2009)
which was built on the framework created by Mortensen and Pissarides (1994). I construct
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an economy where workers are homogeneous, risk neutral and live infinitely. The worker
population is normalized to one and workers discount the future at interest rate r. They
search for jobs in two sectors: the non-garment and garment ones2. I split the garment
sector into the low and high-wage jobs and allow for the implementation of minimum wage
in the low-wage jobs. The setup of the model is as follows: there are two sectors in the
economy that an unemployed worker can enter, garment and non-garment sectors; within
the garment sector, workers first enter into the low-waged jobs, then with some probability
φ he/she can get promoted to the high-waged job. Workers are not allowed to switch jobs
between sectors (no on-the-job search). The diagram below demonstrates the flows of workers
between unemployment and these two sectors.

Figure 1: Flows of workers between sectors and unemployment

Productive
- High wage

Garment -
Low wage Non-garment

Unemployed

Sector 1 (Garment)

Sector 2 (Non-garment)

Everything else follows the standard labor search model in continuous time. The matching
2For convenience and consistency with the empirical section I call these two sectors the garment and

non-garment sectors. However, one can also think of this model as a general two-sector economy with a
productive and less productive sector.
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technology is a Cobb-Douglas function where Mi = mis
ηv1−η
i with vi as the number of

vacancies in sector i, s as the aggregate unemployment rate, and η as the elasticity of the
matching function, 0 < η < 1. I follow the set up of the model in Acemoglu (2001) and
Ulyssea (2010) and combine separated market and “undirected” search3. Workers who fall
out of jobs due to exogenous separation join the unemployed pool and can search in both
sectors simultaneously. I allow for different matching parameters in each sector represented
by mi. Market tightness is defined as θi = vi

s
for each sector i = g, n. Define q(θi) = Mi

vi
=

miθ
−η
i as the rate of filling a vacancy in sector i. It follows that θiq(θi) is the flow rate of an

unemployed worker finding a match in sector i (Pissarides, 2000).

Let Vi represent the present discounted value of a vacancy to a firm in sector i. Let Ji be the
present discounted value of a filled position for firms in sector i. For the productive sector,
I differentiate the high- and low-wage position further by the superscript H,L. A filled
position in the unproductive sector produces output y, while the position in the productive
sector will produce (1 + δH)y and (1 − δL)y for high-wage and low-wage job respectively.
Firms cannot fire workers but job separation occurs at an exogenous rate λ. For simplicity,
I assume that the exogenous job destruction rate is the same for both sectors. The Bellman
equations for the present discounted value of vacancies and filled positions are:

rVn = −kn + q(θn)(Jn − Vn) (1)

rV L
g = −kg + q(θg)(JLg − V L

g ) (2)

rJn = y − wn + λ(Vn − Jn) (3)

rJHg = (1 + δH)y − wHg + λ(Vg − JHg ) (4)

rJLg = (1− δL)y − wLg + λ(Vg − JLp ) + φ(JHg − JLg ) (5)

with r as the interest rate and ki as the search cost per period for each sector. I further
assume that the firm’s search cost is higher in the garment sector than the non-garment
sector.

For workers, the present discounted value of being employed in each sector equals the wage
earned in that sector/job plus the expected value of returning to unemployment if the job is
destroyed. For workers in the garment sector with a low-wage job, the value of employment
is similar, plus an extra term: the expected value of being promoted to high-wage job in the

3As in Acemoglu (2001), “undirected” search means workers can search for jobs in both sectors simul-
taneously without being restrained to sector labor pool. The continuous time feature of the model ensures
that the probability of an unemployed person getting matched to two jobs at the exact point in time is zero.
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same sector.

rWn = wn + λ(U −Wn) (6)

rWH
g = wHg + λ(U −WH

g ) (7)

rWL
g = wLg + λ(U −WL

g ) + φ(WH
g −WL

g ) (8)

Lastly, the value of unemployment simply equals the expected value of finding a job in either
the low-paid garment sector or the non-garment sector.

rU = θnq(θn)(Wn − U) + θLg q(θLg )(WL
g − U) (9)

Assuming free entry and that firms maximize profit, in equilibrium the value of a vacancy
must be equal to 0. From the firm’s vacancy and filled position equations, the two job
creation equations in both sectors characterize the competitive equilibrium conditions:

Jn = y − wn
r + λ

= kn
q(θn) (10)

JLg =
(1− δL)y − wLg + φJHg

r + λ+ φ
= kg
q(θg)

, (11)

where
JHg =

(1 + δH)y − wHg
r + λ

(12)

I first solve for the competitive equilibrium with no labor regulation. Then I extend the
model to include a minimum wage in the low-wage garment sector and re-solve the model.

2.2 Competitive Equilibrium

I follow Acemoglu (2001) and the standard literature to allow for wages in both sectors to be
determined through a Nash bargaining process between workers and firms. Let β represent
the bargaining power of the workers. Then a worker’s wage is determined as a share of her
output at her job and the outside option. In the non-garment sector and high-wage garment
sector, the outside option is simply unemployment. In the low-wage productive sector, the
worker’s outside option is unemployment plus the value of possible promotion to high-wage
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jobs within the same sector. The first-order condition for Nash bargaining implies:

βJn = (1− β)(Wn − U)

βJHg = (1− β)(WH
g − U)

βJLg = (1− β)(WL
g − U)

(13)

Using equations (6)-(9) to find the expressions for each term Wn−U , WL
g −U and WH

g −U ,
then substituting Jn, JLg , JHg from the Nash bargaining equations, the equilibrium wages are:

wn = βy + (1− β)rU = βy + β(knθn + kgθg)

wHg = β(1 + δH)y + (1− β)rU = β(1 + δH)y + β(knθn + kgθg)

wLg = β(1− δL)y + (1− β)rU = β(1− δL)y + β(knθn + kgθg)

(14)

The equilibrium wage is the sum of the share of surplus and the outside option for workers.
The size of the share of surplus is determined through the bargaining power. If the firm has
absolute bargaining power i.e. β = 0, then the wage is simply the outside option for workers,
rU . In the other extreme opposite scenario, if the worker has all the bargaining power i.e.
β = 1, then the wage is simply the output produced from the job by the worker, y timed the
productivity level. The wage bargaining process gives rise to the importance of the outside
option in determining the equilibrium wages.

Substituting the equilibrium wage equations into equations (4) and (5) gives the two job
creation equations that define the equilibrium tightness in each sector.

(1− β)y = kn
q(θn)(r + λ) + β(knθn + kgθg) (15)

(1− β)(1− δL)y = kg
q(θg)

(r + λ+ φ) + β(knθn + kgθg)− φ
[

(1− β)(1 + δH)y − β(knθn + kgθg)
r + λ

]
(16)

2.3 Equilibrium with Minimum Wage

Now suppose the government imposes a minimum wage in the low-wage garment sector
to help the low-wage workers. Thus, the minimum wage, m, lies between the equilibrium
low-wage garment and the equilibrium non-garment wage: wLg < m < wn < wLg . With
the minimum wage imposed and binding (wLg < m), Nash bargaining no longer applies to
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the low-paid garment sector, although the bargaining equations remain the same for the
non-garment sector and the garment high-paid jobs. I denote all the variables in the new
scenario with minimum wage with a tilde˜superscript and solve for the new equilibrium.

The equilibrium job creation conditions in both sectors now become:

J̃n = y − w̃n
r + λ

= kn

q(θ̃n)
(17)

J̃Lg =
(1− δL)y −m+ φJHg

r + λ+ φ
= kg

q(θ̃g)
, (18)

where
J̃Hg =

(1 + δH)y − w̃Hg
r + λ

(19)

Using the value function of employment for workers and the value function of a filled position
for firms, the wages are determined as:

w̃n = βy + (1− β)rŨ (20)

w̃Hg = β(1 + δH)y + (1− β)rŨ (21)

w̃Lg = m (22)

Use equations (20)-(22) to substitute into (17) and (18), the two equations that define the
equilibrium tightness in each sector in the presence of minimum wage become:

(1− β)(y − rŨ) = kn

q(θ̃n)
(r + λ) (23)

(1− δL)y −m = kg

q(θ̃g)
(r + λ+ φ)− φ

r + λ
[(1 + δH)(1− β)y − (1− β)rŨ ], (24)

where

rŨ =
β

1−β θ̃nkn + θ̃gq(θ̃g)
r+λ+φ

[
m+ βyφ(1+δH)

r+λ

]
[
1 + θ̃gq(θ̃g)(βφ+r+λ)

(r+λ+φ)(r+λ)

] (25)

I solve for the new equilibrium tightness numerically. To see how the variables of interest
respond to changes in the minimum wage, I start with the minimum wage equated to the
competitive equilibrium wage in the low-paid garment job and increase it in small incre-
ments. I plot the new equilibrium θ̃n, θ̃g, w̃n and rŨ against each new minimum wage. From
equations (20) and (21), it can be seen that w̃Hg follows the same path as w̃n but at a higher
level due to higher productivity so I only show the plot for w̃n.
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Lastly, in the steady state, the flow of workers in and out of each sector must be equal. I
use this steady state condition to compute the unemployment and employment rate in each
sector (detailed work shown in the Appendix Section A.1). The share of unemployment, s,
is characterized as

s = λ

λ+ θ̃gq(θ̃g) + θ̃nq(θ̃n)
(26)

Similarly, the share of employment in the garment sector, gL+gH , in the steady state equals

gL + gH = θ̃gq(θ̃g)
λ+ θ̃gq(θ̃g) + θ̃nq(θ̃n)

(27)

2.4 Comparative Statics

The parameters used in solving for the equilibrium numerically are shown in Table 1 and
taken mostly from the literature. The results are sensitive to the choice of some parameters,
but the general directions of the impact on the non-garment sector wage when minimum
wage continues to rise remain in the same direction. I try picking the elasticity parameter
for the matching function, η, to closely resemble the findings in Shimer (2005), which show
that η is in the range of [0.7, 0.75]. Job destruction is higher than in the standard literature
for developed countries, which is estimated to be in the range of [0.03, 0.05] in Shimer (2005).
It is not unreasonable in the context of developing countries to assume that job turnover
rate is much higher, especially given the working conditions of garment jobs and low-skill
sector jobs.

Table 1: The set of initial parameters in the economy

Parameters Definition Value
β Nash bargaining power 0.3
η Elasticity of the matching function 0.70
δH Productivity difference for high-paid garment workers 0.4
δL Productivity difference for low-paid non-garment workers 0.2
φ Probability of getting promoted to high-paid jobs 0.15
λ Job destruction rate 0.09
r Interest rate 0.002
kg Per-period search cost in garment sector 20
kn Per-period search cost in non-garment sector 30
mg Matching parameters in garment sector 0.6
mn Matching parameters in non-garment sector 0.3
y Output 100
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I first solve the model without the minimum wage. The two job creation equations (15)
and (16) determine the market tightness in the competitive equilibrium. Figure 2 shows
the plot of these two curves with θg on the y-axis and θn on the x-axis. Tightness has to
be positive so the intersection has to lie in the first quadrant. Parameters are chosen so
that equilibrium exists, and from the plot in Figure 2 it can be seen that once equilibrium
exists it is unique. There are ranges of the parameters that the equilibrium might not exist,
which means it is possible for both sectors to not exist at the same time. For example, the
probability of getting promoted to the high-wage garment job could be too high compared
to the probability of falling back into unemployment. If if is, then an unemployed worker
wouldn’t want to work in non-garment sector and rather wait for an arrival of garment job
since the expected wage in the garment sector would be much higher. This scenario is not a
focus for this model, however, so I choose parameters that are reasonable for both sectors to
co-exist. One can think of these bounds on the tightness of each sector as the upper bound
for how high the minimum wage can be before only one sector remains in the economy.

Figure 2: Equilibrium tightness in the competitive equilibrium with no minimum wage

In the case where the minimum wage is imposed in the low-wage job in the garment sector,
I re-compute the equilibrium tightness θn and θg in both sectors to examine how they evolve
as the minimum wage increases. Let the minimum wage start from the original competitive
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equilibrium wLg . As the minimum wage increases, tightness in the garment sector goes down
(Figure 3b). The intuition behind this result is that the minimum wage increases wages in
the low-wage jobs in the garment sector. The expected value of posting a vacancy goes down
and eventually fewer firms enter the garment sector. This brings the value of a vacancy back
up to zero and the result is a lowered level of job creation in the garment sector. In the
non-garment sector, tightness first decreases due to higher value of unemployment through
higher wages in the garment sector (Figure 3a). When the minimum wage is first increasing,
the value of unemployment, or the outside option for workers, increases and thus increases
the wage cost in the non-garment sector (Figure 3d), even though it is not directly impacted
by the minimum wage.

The higher wage cost leads to lower job creation and lower tightness in the non-garment
sector. There are now two forces at work on the outside option. The value of getting a
job in the garment sector increases due to higher wage through the minimum wage, but
at the same time the probability of getting a job in the garment sector decreases due to
decreasing tightness in this sector. In the beginning, the increasing value of working in the
garment sector dominates and the outside option increases. However, when the minimum
wage continues to rise and tightness in the garment sector continues to fall (Figure 3a),
the potential decrease in job creation in the garment sector is large enough to compensate
for the increased wage cost in the non-garment sector. The outside option decreases again
due to decreased tightness in the low-wage garment sector. Wage cost in the non-garment
sector decreases and thus tightness in this sector starts increasing. The change in θn when
minimum wage keeps increasing is thus U-shaped. The shapes of the non-garment wage wn
and the outside option rU curves are inverse U-shaped (Figure 3c and 3d).
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Figure 3: Equilibrium tightness and wage with increasing minimum wage

(a) θn (b) θg

(c) wn (d) rU

It is worth noting that although the tightness in the garment sector decreases as the minimum
wage increases, employment in this sector does increase at first, as in Figure 4b, and falls
later. When mg is relatively high compared to mn, which means it is easier for a match to
occur in the garment sector than in the non-garment sector and all else equals, employment
in the garment sector does increase at first despite the decreasing tightness. This is because
although the matching rate in the garment sector goes down as the minimum wage goes
up, it is still relatively easier to find a match in this sector so the employment is not much
affected. However, when the tightness in the garment sector decreases to a certain level, it
is then much harder to get a job in the garment sector and employment starts plummeting.
This response of employment in the garment sector to the increasing minimum wage does
depend on the ratio of the matching parameters between the two sectors, mg

mn
. If this ratio is
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Figure 4: Overall unemployment and Employment in garment sector

(a) unemployment (b) employment in the garment sector

low enough, the opposite force pushing employment in the garment sector at the beginning
is less than the downward force from decreasing tightness in the sector, and employment in
the garment only decreases over time. Figure 9 in the Appendix illustrates these changes in
the garment sector’s employment response.

Meanwhile, the share of unemployment increases as the minimum wage increases (Figure 4a).
In the beginning, although employment in the garment sector increases along with the mini-
mum wage, employment in the non-garment sector falls by a large amount due to the decrease
in θn. As the minimum wage keeps increasing and tightness falls even further, when the prob-
ability of getting a garment job is much lower, the outside option falls and tightness increases
back up in the non-garment sector, leading to higher employment in the non-garment sector.
However, in the garment sector, tightness is so low that the employment falls sharply, so the
overall unemployment is still increasing.

3 Empirical Framework

For any spillover to exist, the minimum wage must be binding in the garment sector. To study
whether or not an increase in garment minimum wage has an effect on the uncovered sector,
I first use the McCrary test (McCrary, 2008) to show that each increase in garment minimum
wage truncates the left tail in the garment wage distribution. I follow by using the quantile
regression method to test if the minimum wage affects wages at different quantiles in the
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garment wage distribution. The model predicts that, as minimum wage keeps increasing,
spillovers to the uncovered sector will first be positive, then diminishes or turns slightly
negative. It also has a similar impact on the upper tail within the garment sector.

I then use a difference-in-difference framework to test for any spillover effect on wages in the
uncovered sector at each increase in the garment minimum wage. I construct the comparable
sector that employs female workers with characteristics similar to those of female garment
workers. This “low-skill” sector is a combination of skilled agricultural workers, retail sales
and service workers, manufacturing workers outside of the garment industry, and so on. I
exclude from this group the lowest-skilled workers who are usually unskilled, for example,
maids and unskilled agriculture workers. In contrast, the “high-skill” sector that I later use
in the placebo test consists of workers with higher education attainment who are mostly
office workers, professionals, and teachers.

Since the garment factories are only located in some provinces, I use geographical variation
as the first dimension of variation, assuming there is no migration across provinces. The
confounding fact behind this assumption lies in the traditional culture of Cambodians. It
is customary for women in Cambodia to stay close to home, especially the unmarried ones.
Married women are often expected to take care of a family and thus will not migrate alone
either. The minimum wage is specific to the garment sector so any spillovers to non-garment,
low-skill sectors should be contained within provinces that have garment factories. Low-
skilled jobs in provinces without garment factories should not be affected by the increase
in minimum wage. For this reason, I split the provinces into the “control” group - those
without garment factories, and the “treated” group - those with garment factories. The
time variation before and after a change in minimum wage is the second difference. The
underlying assumption is that before the first change in minimum wage, trends of female
wages in the uncovered low-skill sector were similar across provinces with and without the
garment sector. Absent an increase in minimum wage in the garment sector, female wages
would continue following similar trends.

I further extend the spatial variation dimension by using two different definitions of the in-
tensity of the treatment. The first one is the actual travel distance between each individual’s
home district to the nearest garment factory district. The second definition is the shares of
employment in the garment industry pre-treatment as the “intensity” of treatment. I repeat
the difference-in-difference specification with the two definitions of intensity of the treatment
to test if the spillovers are contained within a close neighborhood of the garment factories.
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4 Data

4.1 Data

To study how wages change over the periods of time that garment minimum wage increased
across different provincial areas, it is crucial to capture variation across space and time.
Minimum wage in garment is set at the monthly level for full time workers. Once the
new minimum wage is agreed upon, it is set to become effective at a pre-determined time
and announced only shortly before. For example, the minimum wage of $80 per month
became effective from May 2013 and was announced in the 09 April 2013 Prakas (legislation
announcement). Cambodia uses a system of dual currencies. Both the Riels, which is the
Cambodian currency, and US dollars can be used officially there4. Minimum wage in the
garment sector is announced in terms of US dollars, even in the local newspapers. The
announcement is usually not made available to the public more than a month before the
effective date. Therefore, it’s useful to have monthly wage observations at the individual
level, and to know exactly at what month and year the wage was earned. For the time frame
of the data, I use the Cambodia Social-Economic Survey (CSES) data from 2009 to 2014.
The CSES is a repeated cross-section annual household survey conducted by the National
Institute of Statistics of Cambodia. The survey is done annually from 2007 onward, covering
variables of interests on education, economic activities, health, living conditions, income and
expenditure of household and individual members. Although the CSES data set is not a
panel, it is the only comprehensive survey in Cambodia that is carried out annually and
thus the survey can capture the annual changes in wage and economic activities at the micro
level. The survey also documents the month and year of the household questionnaires, thus
the exact time of the monthly wage earned is captured. This helps my analysis to be done
at the monthly level of wages. Before 2009, the CSES questionnaire was different from the
post-2009 ones, and thus would not be consistent with those after 2009. Moreover, most
increases in the garment minimum wage started from 2009 so I chose 2009 as the starting
year for the study. It is important to note that choosing 2009 as the starting year does not
leave out any major change in the minimum wage legislation since most of the large increases
in minimum wage occurred after 2010.

A unique aspect of the garment industry in Cambodia is that there are strict requirements
for factories to comply with if they want to export their products. Most factories only

4Braiton et al. (2011)
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produce ready-to-wear garment products, textiles and shoes using imported materials. The
factories have to be a member of the Garment Manufacturing Association of Cambodia
(GMAC) and be monitored closely by the International Labor Organization (ILO). The ILO
schedules visits to factories twice a year to check if they satisfy the criteria on compliance
issues and working safety standards. One of the key criteria is minimum wage compliance.
The ILO then publishes its own report the names of factories that do not comply, as well as
which criteria are not satisfied5. The information is thus transparent and there is evidence
to believe that factories have a strong incentive to comply with the minimum wage law.
Unlike other developing countries where minimum wage compliance is a serious problem due
to the lack of enforcement and transparency on compliance, the Cambodian garment sector
avoids these issues and therefore provides an excellent context to study the spillover effects
of sector-specific minimum wage.

4.2 Spatial Data

The locations of garment factories are extracted from the annual bulletin provided by the
Garment Manufacturing Association of Cambodia. The locations of garment factories are
important to identify provinces with and without garment factories in order to construct the
geographical variation in the difference-in-difference specification for spillover analysis. The
underlying assumption here is that there is no migration of female workers from provinces
without garment factories to provinces with garment factories. This assumption is based
on the fact that Cambodia is still a very traditional society where women often live with
parents before marriage, or with a husband after marriage. It is not encouraged in the society
for women to migrate and live alone. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume that it
is not easy for a female worker to migrate across regions just to take advantage of higher
wages in the garment sector. Moreover, Table 9 and Table 10 in the Appendix show the
compositions of female workers in the garment and non-garment provinces over the six years
in the sample. There is no sign of any abrupt change in the composition of female workers
in both regions, indicating that large-scale migration from non-garment to garment areas is
unlikely to happen during this period.

To allow for more heterogeneity of the effects of garment minimum wage on low-skill sector,
I use the minimum distance between an individual’s observed district to the closest district

5The ILO - Better Factories Organization in Cambodia publishes the Transparency Database at
http://betterfactories.org/transparency/en/
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with garment factories. This distance to the garment district allows for different intensity
of spillovers from garment minimum wage to the low-skill sector. One might think that
the further a worker is from an area with garment jobs, the less responsive she will be to
a change in garment minimum wage. I extract from Google Maps API6 a matrix of every
pair of travel distance in kilometers between any two districts in Cambodia. This distance
is the actual travel distance on roads between two district pins on Google map, which is
more accurate and appropriate in a developing country than using the shortest straight-line
between two points or distance within a radius. The 2011 Economic Census and GMAC
dataset of garment manufacturing members provide the location at the province and district
levels of every garment factories in Cambodia. Combining these two datasets allows me to
construct the minimum distance between a person’s home district to the nearest garment
district.

4.3 Timing of Minimum Wage

The exact timing of each change in the minimum wage is particularly important for the
empirical analysis. Within the time frame of my data, there are four points in time when the
nominal garment minimum wage increased. The time line of each effective minimum wage
is described in figure 5. In October 2010 the nominal minimum wage was raised from $50 to
$61, in February 2012 from $61 to $66, in May 2013 from $66 to $80, and in February 2014
from $80 to $100. The Cambodian Labor Law gives authority to the Ministry of Labor to set
the garment minimum wage. The Labor Advisory Committee (consisting of representatives
from the Ministry of Labor, employers, and trade unions) reviews and determines whether the
current minimum wage needs to be raised from time to time, and to which level. Once decided
on a new minimum wage, they announce publicly every time the new level of minimum wage
and its effective date using Prakas (law announcement). Information on each increase of the
minimum wage is public and available to every individual in the country before the effective
date.

6https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/
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Figure 5: Time line of the changes in garment minimum wage
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4.4 Descriptive Statistics

For this paper, I select only female workers aged between 15 and 65, those who are young
enough to still have incentives to respond to changes in the garment sector and garment mini-
mum wage. Since garment factories are monitored closely, they cannot employ child workers.
Close monitoring of the factories differentiates Cambodia from other garment manufacturing
export countries like Bangladesh, India, or China. One unique aspect of the garment sector
in Cambodia is that 80% of factory workers are female, and most them work in the same job
of operating sewing machines. Their wages are lower than that of male garment sectors, thus
the change in minimum wage most likely affects only female workers in the country. They
are either employed in garment sectors, employed in non-garment sectors, or unemployed.
In order to identify spillover from the garment sector minimum wage to non-garment sectors
that are not covered by the minimum wage, I construct a comparable sector for female work-
ers where there is an incentive to move between these sectors and garment sector. I divide
the non-garment occupations into high-skill, low-skill and elementary jobs. High-skill jobs
include managers, professionals, teachers, office clerks and similar occupations. Low-skill
jobs are skilled agriculture laborers, other manufacturing jobs, food and services, chefs, and
so on. The elementary jobs consist of those considered “unskilled” such as unskilled agricul-
tural laborers and cleaning maids. While those in the high-skill jobs will be unlikely to move
into garment sector when minimum wage rises because their average wage is already higher
than garment sector average wage, those in low-skill jobs generally earn lower than garment
wage and would have incentives to move into the garment industry. They are also the group
of female workers with the most similar skills and education to female garment workers.

For wage data at the individual level, I focus on female wage, trimming the bottom and
top 1% of the female wage distribution to account for outliers7. Wages are reported as “last
month earnings” so they are at the monthly level. The survey also asks for the number of
hours worked last week and number of days worked last month. However, there are many

7The results are robust to winsorizing at 1%.
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misreported issues with these observations and there are inconsistencies between hours per
week and days per month. I choose not to adjust wages by the total number of hours worked
last month8 and take the reported wage as the full-time wage as if the worker works the full
hours each month9. Wages are reported in the surveys in units of Riels. I converted them
into US dollars using the appropriate exchange rate for each year.

Table 2 describes the main characteristics of female workers between age 15 and 65 in the
pooled cross-section CSES dataset from 2009 to 2014. While the total number of women in
the labor force defined as between 15 and 65 years of age is 37,413, the number of women
working for a wage is much smaller and can be seen by the smaller number of observations of
women in garment, in low and high-skill jobs. Cambodia’s economy still consists of informal
jobs and self-employment that do not pay a wage. These workers are part of the labor force,
but not considered a part of my low-skilled or high-skilled groups. It is noticeable that
garment and low-skilled female workers are younger and more educated on average. They
are also less likely to be married. The average wage for low-skilled workers is less than the
garment wage but higher than garment minimum wage.

Table 2: Summary Statistics of Female workers

Female garment workers Low skilled jobs High skilled jobs All female labor force
Age 25.35 28.05 31.06 33.26

(8.039) (11.90) (10.54) (15.13)
Years of schooling 6.593 6.192 11.73 5.286

(2.779) (3.827) (4.037) (3.875)
Married 0.326 0.282 0.402 0.506

(0.469) (0.450) (0.490) (0.500)
Nominal wage (USD) 105.1 93.98 166.1 104.7

(66.36) (89.34) (141.8) (93.16)
Hours worked last week 54.69 51.53 46.60 40.54

(9.396) (12.65) (11.78) (18.92)
Days worked last month 26.80 27.06 25.87 23.73

(3.677) (5.205) (3.828) (7.793)
Observations 5828 2310 2471 37413
Averages from the sample of female workers betwen 15 and 65 years old; standard deviation in parentheses.
Notes: Garment workers are in all textile, garment and footwear firms. All figures are in USD. CSES 2009-2014

8One might be concerned that not adjusting the monthly wage for the number of hours worked might
lead to the estimated spillovers being biased upward if workers end up working more hours or days because
the effective hourly rate increases due to the minimum wage. In all the analysis of the spillover effects in this
paper, I control for both the reported hours worked in the past 7 days and the number of days worked in the
past 30 days to account for this bias. In all cases, including these controls do not change the point estimates
significantly so it is unlikely that the monthly wage reported in the survey is adjusted for the actual hours
worked by the workers. Adjusting these wages will therefore lead to measurement errors and underestimate
any effect.

9According to the garment sector legislation this is 208 hours per month.
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5 Empirical Results

5.1 Regression

The main regression for spillovers of garment minimum wage is as below, done separately for
each increase in the garment minimum wage between the months before the main increase
to the month right before the next increase.

yipt = β0 + β1 ∗Garmentp + β2 ∗ Postt + β3 ∗Garmentp ∗ Postt + εipt (28)

where yi is the monthly wage of an individual i in province p at time t, p is the province where
individual i locates, t is the time at observation. Garmentp is 1 if province p belongs to the
garment-factory provinces. Postt equals to 1 if the individual is observed at time t after the
minimum wage has increased. Linear time trend is also included in the specification later
and also relaxed into time fixed effects. With three main increases in the garment minimum
wage, equation (28) applies separately to three periods: the first is from Jan 2009 to April
2013 with the change occurred in Oct 2010, the second is from October 2010 to Jan 2014
with the change occurred in May 2013, and the last one is from May 2013 to Dec 2014 with
the change occurred in Feb 2014.

A common feature of female workers in the garment industry is that they are young, most of
them work in the sector directly after school and before getting married. While this is true
in garment-intensive countries like Bangladesh, India and China, Cambodia does not have
many other job opportunities for female workers so not only young female workers move
into the garment sector. There is also a sizable number of married workers in the garment
sector as seen in Table 2. However, since most female garment workers are younger than the
general labor force, I narrow the sample of low-skill workers to those between age 15 and
4510 to be more comparable with garment workers for the spillovers to non-garment analysis.
The summary statistics in Table 3 show the balance of characteristics of female low-skilled
workers in the garment and non-garment provinces in 2009, the year before the first increase
in minimum wage in my data. The two groups are quite similar in all aspects, except for the
average age of workers. Those in the garment area are slightly older, although the difference
is not large.

10Using the large sample of workers between 15 and 65 years old does not change the results.
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Table 3: Low-skilled workers in garment and non-garment areas, CSES 2009

Garment area Non-garment area p-value
Age 26.48 (7.885) 25.14 (7.578) .238
Years of chooling 6.290 (3.785) 4.954 (3.606) 0.00
Married 0.332 (0.472) 0.300 (0.459) 0.765
Age brackets

age 15-19 0.181 (0.386) 0.269 (0.445) 0.105
age 20-29 0.552 (0.499) 0.516 (0.501) 0.492
age 30-39 0.159 (0.366) 0.125 (0.332) 0.488
age 40-49 0.109 (0.312) 0.0902 (0.287) 0.772

Schooling brackets
no primary 0.402 (0.492) 0.537 (0.500) 0.004
primary 0.318 (0.467) 0.311 (0.464) 0.654
secondary 0.169 (0.376) 0.0935 (0.292) 0.031
high school 0.0507 (0.220) 0.0237 (0.153) 0.199
two-year college 0.0226 (0.149) 0.00983 (0.0989) 0.326
four-year college 0.0214 (0.145) 0 (0) 0.034

Nominal wage (USD) 76.57 (63.22) 59.73 (76.94) 0.043
Hours worked last week 51.24 (14.50) 51.21 (14.60) 0.938
Days worked last month 26.82 (5.640) 25.38 (6.910) 0.020
Variable means; standard deviations in parentheses

Note: Sample of waged female workers age 15 to 45 in low-skill sector from CSES
2009. Low-skill workers are divided into garment and non-garment areas. Schooling
is calculated based on the individual’s answer to the question of the highest grade
completed. Wage is in nominal dollar terms at the monthly level.

5.2 Is the Garment Minimum Wage Binding?

It is important to firstly document that the garment factories actually comply with minimum
wage laws and each increase in the minimum wage does have an effect on the garment wage
distribution. In the literature, the minimum wage is considered to be binding if it causes
a spike around the minimum wage in the wage distribution (Lemos, 2009; Dickens and
Manning, 2004b). Without a strong direct impact of the minimum wage legislation on the
garment sector, there would be no reason to think that spillovers to other sectors exist
because there would be no incentive for the labor market to respond each time the minimum
wage changes. To check for the direct impact of the minimum wage increases within the
garment sector, I rely first on the graphical evidence of histograms of garment wage over
each period of time corresponding to the effective minimum wage. Then I use the McCrary
test (McCrary, 2008) to identify any discontinuity breaks in the wage distribution in the
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garment sector and show that they coincide with the effective minimum wage at the time.

Figure 6 shows the wage histograms of garment female workers after each increase in mini-
mum wage. The red vertical lines represent the effective minimum wage for each histogram.
It is clear from the graph that the majority of wages lie above the minimum wage, and there
is a spike right around the minimum wage. This is an assurance that the minimum wage is
indeed effective and binding in the garment sector.

Figure 6: Histogram of female garment wage at each minimum wage
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Note: Each histogram is constructed using nominal monthly wage of female garment workers during the
window where the corresponding minimum wage represented by the vertical red line was in effect. For
example, the first histogram represents wages between 2009 and Oct 2010 when the effective minimum
wage in the garment sector was $50. The right tail is truncated to focus on the position of the minimum
wage in the left tail. All the distributions have a long right tail.
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Figure 7: McCrary Test

(a) MW=$50 (b) MW=$61

(c) MW=$66 (d) MW=$80
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Figure 7 shows the McCrary’s plots of discontinuities in the kernel distribution for garment
wage. Again, the vertical lines represent the effective minimum wage corresponding to each
density. When the minimum wage was $50, $80 and $100 the discontinuity breaks in the
density are the most apparent. The McCrary tests also confirm this observation. The t-
statistics for the significance test of each of these breaks are 10.82, 0.60, 1.04, 5.38 and 11.60
respectively. Since two of the increase in minimum wage do not seem to cause a significant
break in the wage distribution, for the rest of the paper I only consider the three main
increases of minimum wage from $50 to $61, from $61 to $80 and from $80 to $100 as the
three significant changes in minimum wage for the rest of the analysis on spillovers11.

5.3 Differential Effects on Garment Wage Distribution

I plot the log of real wage for garment workers over the time span of the data in the Appendix
Figure 11. An interesting observation from this graph is how the gap between the upper 75th
quantile and the lowest decile of 10th shrinks over time. The minimum wage should have the
strongest impact on the workers earning below the minimum wage, which is the 10th decile
for the garment sector. From the descriptive evidence in the Appendix Figure 11, however,
there is evidence that spillovers from the minimum wage might exist even for workers above
the minimum wage in the garment wage distribution.

To provide empirical evidence on how changes in minimum wage affect the distribution of
wages in the garment sector, I construct the garment wage distribution at each window
of the effective minimum wage. I create an indicator variable Rij for each decile j in the
wage distribution, where Rij = 1 if person i’s log(wage) lies in the jth decile of the wage
distribution in the window of the currently effective minimum wage. Examining how the
effect of the minimum wage varies differentially in each decile will tell the distributional effect
of the minimum wage within the garment sector. Equation 29 below tests for this effect.

log(Wit) =
10∑
j=1

βjRij +
10∑
j=1

δjRij × log(MWt) + λXit + τt+ εit (29)

where Wit is the nominal wage of an individual i at time t. MWt is the moninal monthly
minimum wage effective at the time of observation t, Rij is the indicator for person i’s
position in the wage distribution and Xit is a vector of individual controls including age,
years of education and marital status.

11Picking the $61 or $66 minimum wage does not change the empirical findings.
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Figure 8: Plot of the differential effect of minimum wage on each decile along the garment
wage distribution
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Note: Plot of the differential effect of ln(MW) on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th,
7th, 8th, 9th and 10th decile of the garment wage distribution for female workers.
Each dot represents the coefficient on the interaction term from equation 29 and
its 95% interval. The sample is pooled from all years from 2009 to 2014 over 5
windows of garment minimum wage.

Figure 8 shows the estimates from the regression for each decile in the garment wage distri-
bution. The effects of minimum wage are positive and statistically significant at all deciles
along the distribution, but the largest impact is on the 1st decile, which corresponds to those
in the 10th percentile of the distribution. As discussed before, the minimum wage binds at
around the 10th percentile in the garment wage distribution so it is expected that the effect
should be the largest for these workers. An increase of 1% in the minimum wage causes
a 1.28% increase in average wage in the 1st decile of the distribution. The effects of the
minimum wage decrease along the deciles, showing that the effects of the minimum wage
diminish for higher waged workers.

An interesting pattern to notice is that these coefficients are all significantly greater than
zero. Although the minimum wage should only affect the bottom decile of garment wage
distribution, the effects are present throughout the whole distribution. This observation
fits other empirical findings from the minimum wage in developing nations literature that
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there seem to be a numeraire effect. Minimum wage effects appear not only for wages
around the minimum wage, but throughout the wage distribution in formal and informal
sectors in developing countries (Fajnzylber, 2001), and in developed country context (Dickens
et al., 1999; Lee, 1999). The multiplying effect happens when workers with wages above the
minimum wage receive their wages a multiple of the minimum wage, so when the minimum
wage increases these workers’ wages also increase. My model in Section 2 also predicts
that high-wage jobs benefit from an increase in the minimum wage as their outside options
increase through a higher present value of unemployment, although it only lasts temporarily.

5.4 Spillovers to Low-skill Sector

In the next step, I test the predictions of the model with respect to spillovers from an
increase in sector-specific minimum wage to the uncovered sector. The model predicts that
the low-skill sector wage would first increase and then diminish as the garment minimum wage
continues rising. To formally test the spillover effect of an increase in garment minimum wage,
I use the difference-in-difference specification as in equation 28. I check for the underlying
assumption that, absent a change in the garment minimum wage, average wages in the low-
skill sector in the garment and non-garment provinces would follow the same trend. Figure 12
shows the parallel trend in low-skill wages across garment and non-garment provinces before
the first increase in minimum wage in October 2010. Table 4 presents the difference-in-
difference estimates separately for each increase in the garment minimum wage.

Each panel in Table 4 contains the estimates for each increase in minimum wage. Panel A
shows the effect of the first increase of garment minimum wage from $50 to $61 on wages in
the low-skill sector. Panel B shows the effects of the second increase from $61 to $80. Panel
C shows the effects of the third increase from $80 to $100. The estimate in column 1 of
each panel is the simple difference-in-difference specification for each increase in minimum
wage. While the first increase in minimum wage has no significant spillover to low-skill
wage, the second increase results in a positive spillover and the third increase has a negative
but insignificant spillover effect. The positive increase after the minimum wage changes
from $61 to $80 (a 30% increase in minimum wage) is quite large. The average low-skill
wage increases by approximately $19, which is around a 20% increase. Column 3 adds time
trend to the model. Column 5 adds time fixed effects instead. Adding time trend and fixed
effects do not change the magnitude and the sign of the estimates on the interaction terms
significantly. Columns 2, 4 and 6 are similar models but with individual control variables
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added. Individual controls include age, years of education and marital status. While the
addition of the individual controls does not change the estimates by any significant amount,
the linear time trend takes away the magnitude of the wage effects, especially in the third
effect. The third increase in minimum wage from $80 to $100 (a 20% increase in minimum
wage) no longer has a significant effect although the sign of the effect remains negative.
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Table 4: Spillovers of garment minimum wage to low-skill wage

(a) Panel A: 1st increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Garment provinces 22.52** 10.46** 22.55** 10.98** 24.91** 12.30**

(9.438) (4.968) (9.203) (4.255) (10.37) (5.096)
Post $50 to $61 21.59*** 14.43***

(3.849) (4.709)
Garment provinces x Post $50 to $61 -5.545 -4.860 -5.747 -5.566 -5.890 -5.743

(4.602) (5.284) (3.952) (4.298) (4.626) (4.833)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 1052 1050 1052 1050 1052 1050
Y Mean 79.47 79.53 79.47 79.53 79.47 79.53

(b) Panel B: 2nd increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Garment provinces 16.98* 6.550 17.66* 6.600* 19.02** 7.501*

(8.811) (4.079) (9.258) (3.702) (8.159) (4.363)
Post $61 to $80 14.21*** 13.70**

(4.313) (5.763)
Garment provinces x Post $61 to $80 20.78*** 19.10*** 19.64*** 19.84*** 20.70*** 19.84***

(6.529) (6.730) (6.313) (4.205) (6.748) (6.906)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 815 815 815 815 815 815
Y Mean 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54

(c) Panel C: 3rd increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Garment provinces 37.76∗∗∗ 24.51∗∗∗ 29.80∗∗∗ 17.17∗∗ 39.72∗∗∗ 25.70∗∗∗

(6.157) (6.102) (6.599) (7.870) (6.226) (5.487)
Post $80 to $100 28.70∗∗∗ 26.72∗∗∗

(6.491) (7.761)
Garment provinces x Post $80 to $100 -21.35∗∗ -19.05∗ -10.47 -8.925 -23.99∗∗ -20.69∗

(10.15) (9.882) (11.82) (10.62) (11.02) (10.24)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 903 900 903 900 903 900
Y Mean 124.5 124.5 124.5 124.5 124.5 124.5
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.010

Note: Results shown above are from the OLS regressions with the difference-in-difference specification,
sample from all years, limited to low-skilled female workers. Each panel represents each major change in the
garment minimum wage. Dependent variable is nominal monthly wage. Columns (1) and (2) are the simple
two by two difference-in-difference specification. Column (3) and (4) allow for linear time trend. Columns
(5) and (6) allow for time fixed effects. Columns (2), (4) and (6) include the individual control variables.
Standard errors are clustered at province level.
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From the regression table, the increase in garment minimum wage first increases wages in
the low-skill sector that is not covered by the minimum wage. As the minimum wage keeps
increasing, it lowers wages in these uncovered sectors. The opposite spillover effects found in
the second and third change in the minimum wage is an interesting result. In most studies
of minimum wage, there is usually only one change in minimum wage and thus any spillover
found is signed in one direction only. My context has the advantage of multiple increases in
minimum wage so I can examine the impacts and spillovers when the minimum wage keeps
increasing over a longer period of time. The positive followed by negative spillovers match
the predictions from the model in Section 2. The positive spillover is a result of increasing
outside option for low-skilled workers due to higher wage in the garment sector. This is
a plausible response for low-skilled workers locating in the province with garment factories
as they could use the higher outside option as a bargaining tool to increase their wage.
This result also fits with studies of minimum wage in Latin American countries that label
this effect the “lighthouse” effect. How the spillover changes as the minimum wage increases
again is not often observed in the literature. In this context, there is a limit to how much the
low-skill wage can increase as explained in the model. The negative impact on the garment
sector employment from very high minimum wage dominates the positive effects and results
in the positive spillovers disappearing.

One limitation of my empirical evidence is that the lack of panel data prevents me from
studying changes in employment and the flow of labor in and out of the garment and low-
skill sectors after each change in minimum wage. It would be more convincing to be able to
test if employment changes also follow the equilibrium results in the model. I only observe the
aggregate shares of employment in each sectors over time (Appendix Figure 13). Garment
employment increases much more than low-skill employment. This trend in the garment
sector does reconcile with the model predictions of how employment in the productive sector
increases with the minimum wage for high ratio of matching parameters between the sectors
(Section 2). However, Figure 13 does not show the later drop in the garment sector employ-
ment as the model predicts (Figure 4b). It is difficult to match the data entirely since in the
model static equilibrium, all other parameters of the economy are kept constant, especially
the labor force. In the data, parameters such as productivity, vacancy posting costs and the
labor force might have changed over time and would affect the magnitude of the predictions
from the model. Moreover, the model does not allow for on-the-job search, so responses of
non-garment workers to changed in the garment minimum wage might be magnified if job
switching is allowed in the model, but the general direction of the predictions should not
change.
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One concern is that the spillovers observed in Table 4 might be caused entirely by unobserved
local shock to both the garment sector and low-skill sector. For example, the expansion of
the garment sector or increasing productivity in the sector might lead to demands for higher
minimum wage within the garment sector. This agglomeration of economic activities at the
local level might also lead to growth in other sectors located near garment factories and result
in an increase of their wages at the same time as the garment minimum wage. The garment
sector in Cambodia is often under the spotlight from international buyers and there has been
constant international demand and campaigns for higher minimum wage. The authorities in
Cambodia, on the other hand, also rely on promoting better working standards and higher
minimum wage in the sector to attract buyers and compete with other Asian countries in
garment export. Furthermore, productivity in the garment sector is estimated to increase by
4% in 2015, while minimum wage increased by a much larger percentage from 2014 to 2015
(ILO). Therefore, it is plausible to believe that the increases in garment sector minimum
wage are in fact exogenous.

6 Geography of Spillovers

In order to tease out whether the spillover effects are locally contained, I further relax
the treatment intensity by allowing for distance to garment area instead of grouping the
treatment and control groups of low-skilled workers into only garment and non-garment
provinces. Using the information on province and district location of each individual, I
construct the actual travel distance between an individual’s current district and the closest
district with garment factories. As explained earlier, this data is extracted from Google Maps
API service. By construction, the minimum distance to the next garment district is zero
if a person is already located in a district with garment factories. The further the person
is from a garment district, the larger this distance becomes. This “distance to garment”
measurement represents an intensity of the treatment on the individual, so a person who is
already in garment district should see the strongest effect of a change in garment minimum
wage. The difference-in-difference specification in equation (28) becomes

yipt = α + τDistancep + βPostt + γDistancep × Postt + λXipt + εipt (30)

where Distancep is the minimum travel distance of individual i’s district p to the nearest
garment district and Postt equals 1 if the observation time t is after the increase in the
minimum wage.
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Table 5 shows the heterogeneous effects based on the minimum distance to garment district.
Low-skilled female workers located in garment districts see the strongest effect on their wages
from the second and third increase of the garment minimum wage. The further the workers
are from a garment district, the smaller this effect becomes, as shown in Panel B and C. One
should note here that the effects on low-skill wages flip between the 2nd and 3rd increase in
minimum wage, so the sign in front of the interaction terms in Panel B and C are also flipped.
Nonetheless, they both show that the spillovers from rising garment minimum wage have the
strongest impact on low-skilled workers located within the same district. The further they
are from garment area, the weaker the spillovers become.
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Table 5: Heterogeneous effects using minimum distance to garment district

(a) Panel A: 1st increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Minimum distance to garment district -0.0353* -0.0691** -0.0625** -0.0303* -0.0661** -0.0318

(0.0191) (0.0288) (0.0268) (0.0182) (0.0272) (0.0195)
Post $50 to $61 8.806* 16.32***

(4.512) (5.560)
Min distance x post $50 to $61 0.0299 0.0254 0.0136 0.0199 0.0232 0.0264

(0.0258) (0.0301) (0.0268) (0.0227) (0.0307) (0.0266)
Constant -36.68*** 76.27*** -149.8 1111.6 71.39*** -33.11***

(9.574) (5.292) (3567.3) (2958.5) (7.737) (10.21)
Control Yes No No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 1050 1052 1052 1050 1052 1050
Y Mean 79.53 79.47 79.47 79.53 79.47 79.53

(b) Panel B: 2nd increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Minimum distance to garment district -0.0437* -0.00771 -0.0466* -0.0123 -0.0474* -0.0114

(0.0255) (0.0216) (0.0265) (0.0221) (0.0272) (0.0235)
Post $61 to $80 29.80*** 29.45***

(5.130) (4.930)
Min distance x post $61 to $80 -0.0655** -0.0709** -0.0484* -0.0491 -0.0529* -0.0564*

(0.0313) (0.0346) (0.0292) (0.0320) (0.0320) (0.0334)
Constant 92.59*** -22.86 10558.6* 11235.0** 90.75*** -19.31

(4.516) (15.36) (6172.7) (4955.8) (12.94) (17.60)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 815 815 815 815 815 815
Y Mean 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54

(c) Panel C: 3rd increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Minimum distance to garment district -0.109∗∗∗ -0.0770∗∗∗ -0.121∗∗∗ -0.0873∗∗∗ -0.125∗∗∗ -0.0929∗∗∗

(0.0287) (0.0274) (0.0289) (0.0276) (0.0303) (0.0274)
Post $80 to $100 10.56 9.436∗

(6.438) (5.452)
Min distance x post $80 to $100 0.0828∗∗ 0.0829∗ 0.100∗∗∗ 0.0977∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗

(0.0386) (0.0431) (0.0338) (0.0393) (0.0395) (0.0433)
Constant 122.4∗∗∗ 8.902 26207.1 36454.6 137.6∗∗∗ 21.47

(5.252) (19.65) (40018.8) (34767.9) (12.74) (20.59)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 903 900 903 900 903 900
Y Mean 124.5 124.5 124.5 124.5 124.5 124.5
Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.010
Note: Results shown above are from the OLS regressions, sample from all years. Each panel represents each
major change in the garment minimum wage. Columns (1) and (2) are the simple two by two difference-in-
difference specification. Column (3) and (4) allow for linear time trend. Columns (5) and (6) allow for time
fixed effects. Columns (2), (4) and (6) include the individual control variables. The variable minimum distance
to garment district is constructed using the shortest travel distance in kilometers from a person’s home district
to the closest district that has garment factories. Standard errors are clustered at district level.
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This result suggests that economic agglomeration might cause both the garment sector min-
imum wage and low-skill wages in areas close to garment districts to increase at the same
time. However, the results also confirm that spillovers still exist outside of garment districts,
even at a lower rate. When I group minimum distance to garment by categories of within
100km, within 100-200km and above 200km, the spillover effects persist even for districts
within 100km of garment districts and only die out for those further than 100km (Appendix
Table 8).

7 Robustness

7.1 Share of Garment Employment

As a robustness check, I exploit the shares of employment in the garment sector within
provinces as an intensity measurement of the “treatment” each time the garment minimum
wage increases. I construct this intensity measurement as the share of garment workers in
the labor force in each province during the year before an increase in the garment minimum
wage. If there are spillovers or peer effects from the rising garment minimum wage to the
average wage in the low-skill sector, the effects should be intensified in provinces where a
larger share of the labor force is employed in the garment sector. Table 6 shows that this is
indeed the case, especially in Panel B and C where the increase in the minimum wage has a
significant impact on low-skill wages. The spillovers are highly correlated with how strong
the presence of the garment sector was in the province prior to the change in the minimum
wage.
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Table 6: Heterogeneous effects using shares of garment employment

(a) Panel A: 1st increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Shares of garment employment 151.2 71.53 159.6 81.82 147.4 76.27

(109.2) (59.72) (108.9) (53.67) (87.92) (48.11)
Post $50 to $61 20.59*** 12.55**

(5.005) (5.865)
Shares of garment employment x post $50 to $61 -14.60 -8.016 -30.09 -24.75 -3.248 -12.60

(43.12) (50.78) (33.44) (37.30) (50.12) (42.63)
Constant 58.11*** -44.63*** -584.2 588.3 54.78*** -40.38***

(5.194) (7.545) (1985.6) (1828.1) (7.813) (10.15)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 1052 1050 1052 1050 1052 1050
Y Mean 79.47 79.53 79.47 79.53 79.47 79.53

(b) Panel B: 2nd increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Shares of garment employment 100.6 41.34 112.5 47.62* 100.2 37.36

(70.23) (29.76) (73.70) (27.12) (68.31) (27.05)
Post $61 to $80 8.588 9.190

(5.913) (7.409)
Shares of garment employment x post $61 to $80 142.9*** 131.6** 113.2** 117.4*** 154.3*** 150.2***

(45.51) (50.01) (45.77) (35.92) (48.12) (43.80)
Constant 78.50*** -23.35 -201.4 559.9 74.87*** -21.55

(4.520) (16.93) (7231.1) (6814.9) (8.616) (16.28)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 815 815 815 815 815 815
Y Mean 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54 96.54

(c) Panel C: 3rd increase in garment MW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Shares of garment employment 229.1*** 163.2*** 121.7** 70.32 143.2** 82.32

(60.88) (42.10) (51.91) (50.76) (59.45) (55.94)
Post $80 to $100 38.84*** 34.14***

(9.025) (10.79)
Shares of garment employment x post $80 to $100 -196.9*** -164.8** -41.25 -29.20 -67.84 -43.42

(57.26) (68.92) (57.31) (59.64) (62.78) (66.25)
Constant 88.15*** -15.99 6804.0 18246.0 107.8*** -1.470

(5.709) (18.29) (43234.3) (36301.4) (10.27) (20.91)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 891 888 891 888 891 888
Y Mean 124.7 124.7 124.7 124.7 124.7 124.7
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.010
Note: Results shown above are from the OLS regressions, sample from all years. Each panel represents each
major change in the garment minimum wage. Columns (1) and (2) are the simple two by two difference-
in-difference specification. Column (3) and (4) allow for linear time trend. Columns (5) and (6) allow for
time fixed effects. Columns (2), (4) and (6) include the individual control variables. The variable shares of
garment employment is the proportion of female garment workers in the province’s labor force prior to a
change in the minimum wage. Standard errors are clustered at province level.
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7.2 Placebo Test

Lastly, I provide a placebo test for the timing of minimum wage and the choice of the targeted
group of female workers outside the garment sector who should be affected by the legislation.
In the previous sections of this paper, I divide the non-garment female workers into low and
high-skill groups. Low-skilled female workers share similar characteristics with regards to
age, education, marital status with garment female workers. They are the group of workers
that would potentially respond to increased wages in the garment sector by increasing by
their reservation wage and bargained wage in the low-skill sectors. The high-skill jobs,
however, should not be affected by the changes in garment minimum wage. Those in the
high-skill sector already have a higher wage than the upper quantile garment wage (Table 2)
and they possess better skills than garment workers do. High-skilled workers also have more
average schooling and thus probably do not seek jobs in the garment sector, nor do they
set wages a a multiply of garment minimum wage for any spillover at the top to occur. In
another word, this sector should be independent from any changes in the garment sector.
The results in Table 7 validate this placebo test. All three increases in the garment minimum
wage have no significant impact on the high-skilled workers.

The placebo test results confirm the hypothesis that the low-skilled sector is the right sector
to study spillovers from the garment minimum wage. The fact that the high-skilled sector
does not show any significant response to each change in the garment minimum wage reas-
sures that the spillovers observed in the low-skilled sector are unlikely to be spurious or the
results of endogenous factors that affect wages of every worker in the economy.
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Table 7: Placebo test: spillovers to high-skill sector

(a) Panel A: 1st increase

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Garment provinces 62.25*** 49.33*** 59.05*** 45.86*** 59.12*** 46.56***

(12.76) (12.90) (10.34) (9.990) (12.60) (11.92)
Post $50 to $61 18.96 14.93

(13.58) (12.17)
Garment provinces x post $50 to $61 -8.174 -10.19 -1.576 -3.301 -11.53 -13.45

(13.70) (12.31) (7.054) (6.108) (12.82) (12.11)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 1115 1110 1115 1110 1115 1110
Y Mean 145.7 146.1 145.7 146.1 145.7 146.1

(b) Panel B: 2nd increase

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Garment provinces 54.08*** 38.81*** 56.46*** 40.42*** 47.60*** 33.04***

(12.85) (11.53) (15.20) (12.84) (12.82) (11.72)
Post $61 to $80 13.98 8.738

(8.838) (8.600)
Garment provinces x post $61 to $80 2.128 7.790 -6.985 0.474 11.58 17.46

(10.21) (10.13) (16.83) (14.59) (12.59) (11.38)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 877 875 877 875 877 875
Y Mean 156.2 156.3 156.2 156.3 156.2 156.3

(c) Panel C: 3rd increase

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Garment provinces 56.21∗∗∗ 47.92∗∗∗ 50.58∗∗∗ 40.21∗∗∗ 59.17∗∗∗ 51.90∗∗∗

(9.265) (8.287) (8.326) (6.603) (8.803) (7.393)
Post $80 to $100 28.61∗∗∗ 29.67∗∗∗

(8.689) (6.796)
Garment provinces x post $80 to $100 5.173 -3.894 11.69∗ 6.225 0.799 -9.401

(10.03) (7.348) (6.002) (5.434) (8.400) (6.758)
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Time trend No No Yes Yes No No
Time FE No No No No Yes Yes
No. of obs. 939 937 939 937 939 937
Y Mean 189.5 189.7 189.5 189.7 189.5 189.7
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.010

Note: Results shown above are from the OLS regressions with the difference-in-difference specification,
sample from all years, limited to high-skilled female workers. Each panel represents each major change in
the garment minimum wage. Dependent variable is nominal wage. Columns (1) and (2) are the simple
two by two difference-in-difference specification. Column (3) and (4) allow for linear time trend. Columns
(5) and (6) allow for time fixed effects. Columns (2), (4) and (6) include the individual control variables.
Standard errors are clustered at province level.
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8 Conclusion

This paper introduces a simple two-sector labor search model with minimum wage imposed in
one sector to explain the spillover effects of rising sector-specific minimum wage on uncovered
sector wages and employment. The model predicts that, as minimum wage keeps increasing
in the covered sector, the value of unemployment will first increase due to the higher wages
in the covered sector induced by the higher minimum wage. The spillovers on the uncovered
sector are positive for the average wage and negative for the number of vacancies. However,
as the minimum wage increases too much, firms in the covered sector post fewer vacancies,
and this translates into a lower value of unemployment, bringing the average wage in the
uncovered sector back down. Although the magnitude of these changes depends on the choice
of parameters in the model, the general predictions remain the same.

In the context within this paper, the covered sector is the garment manufacturing sector in
Cambodia. The uncovered sector that is affected by changes in the garment sector consists
of low-skill jobs for female workers in the country. The difference-in-difference estimates
confirm the predictions from the model. While the first increase in the garment industry
minimum wage has no significant impact on low-skill wages, the second increase results in
a significant and positive increase in the average wage in the low-skill sector. The third
increase in garment minimum wage has a negative spillover, although it is not significant.
On the other hand, employment shares in the garment sector do not suffer from the rising
minimum wage, contradicting the predictions from the model. This is possibly due to other
factors in both sectors changing, for example, rising productivity or lower entry cost. These
findings show that minimum wage legislations could result in a larger impact than originally
intended. In the context of this paper, international pressure and efforts to protect workers
in one sector has a positive spillover to workers in a non-protected sector, as long as the level
of minimum wage is not too high. This is an important contribution to the understanding of
the effects of minimum wage in developing countries, which often depend heavily on context
and vary across countries.

The results are locally confined, with the strongest effect concentrated in areas closer to the
garment factories, or within provinces with higher shares of female workers employed in the
garment sector. Although these findings are situated in the culture of Cambodian women
staying close to home and not likely to take up opportunities very far away from their home
province, they do not rule out the hypothesis that other mechanisms might be driving both
the increases in minimum wage in the garment sector and wages in other sectors nearby.
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Further investigations are needed to confirm if this is the case. If panel data following
workers is available, future studies can examine the flow in and out of the garment and
low-skill sectors at each increase in the garment industry minimum wage. Examining the
changes in the garment industry and low-skill employment when minimum wage increases
would establish a more convincing explanation of how other sectors respond to these changes
in the garment sector.
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APPENDIX

A.1 Derivation of unemployment from the model

Let gL be the share of workers employed in low-wage garment jobs and gH be the share of
workers employed in high-wage garment jobs. Let n be the share of workers employed in
non-garment. Then the unemployment share s = 1 − n − gL − gH. The flow of workers in
and out of each sector are as follows:

ṅ = (1− n− gL − gH)θnq(θn)− nλ

ġL = (1− n− gL − gH)θgq(θg)− gLλ− gLφ

ġH = gLφ− gHλ

In the steady state, the flow of workers in and out of each sector should equal to zero.

sθnq(θn) = nλ

sθgq(θg) = gLλ+ gLφ

gLφ = gHλ
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Therefore,

s(θnq(θn) + θgq(θg)) = nλ+ gLλ+ gLφ

s(θnq(θn) + θgq(θg)) = nλ+ gLλ+ gHλ

s(θnq(θn) + θgq(θg)) = λ(1− s)

s = λ

λ+ θnq(θn) + θgq(θg)

gL + gH = θgq(θg)
λ+ θnq(θn) + θgq(θg)

A.2 Tables and Figures

Figure 9: Employment in the garment sector

Note: Changing the ratio of the matching parameters mp

mu
changes employment

in the garment sector. Employment increases at first when the matching param-
eter in the garment sector is large relative to the non-garment sector. All other
parameters are the same as in the initial parameter table (Table 1).
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Figure 10: Garment provinces in Cambodia

Note: Map of Cambodia and its provinces. Those highlighted in green are
considered the “garment” provinces in the paper. These are provinces with
garment factories according the Cambodia Economic Census in 2011 and
the Garment Manufacturing Association of Cambodia.

Figure 11: Log(wage) in the garment sector
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Note: Plot of the 10th, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of ln(wage) of female
garment workers over time, by each window of MW. Each window of MW
corresponds to the minimum wage that was effective at the point in time.
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Figure 12: Trends of low-skill wage in garment and non-garment provinces

Note: Plot of the average nominal monthly wage of female low-skilled workers each
quarter. The blue dots are wages of workers in the garment provinces. The red dots
are wages of workers in non-province areas. Each vertical line is an increase in the
garment minimum wage over this period. The trends are parallel before the first major
increase in the garment minimum wage.
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Figure 13: Shares of female garment workers and low-skilled workers by year
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Note: the annual average shares of female workers in either garment sector
or low-skilled sector, out of all female between 15 and 65 years old in the
labor force in the data.
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Table 8: Distance to the nearest garment district

2nd increase 3rd increase
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Garment district 15.09∗∗ 4.057 24.60∗∗∗ 13.54∗

(6.616) (6.720) (8.189) (8.097)
Within 100km of garment -14.24∗∗ -10.24 -5.734 -2.900

(6.996) (7.435) (9.151) (8.864)
Within 100-200km of garment -12.79 -5.402 -32.39∗∗∗ -24.47∗∗

(8.434) (8.592) (9.649) (10.51)
Garment district x post $61 to $80 22.71∗∗ 25.42∗∗

(9.459) (9.973)
Within 100km x post $61 to $80 22.22∗∗ 22.09∗∗

(10.12) (10.00)
Within 100-200km x post $61 to $80 -3.619 -2.919

(13.19) (14.13)
Garment district x post $80 to $100 -6.727 -5.850

(9.004) (8.627)
Within 100km x post $80 to $100 -6.945 -5.360

(10.92) (10.18)
Within 100-200km x post $80 to $100 23.29 17.28

(14.33) (16.61)
Constant 83.74∗∗∗ -11.18 111.4∗∗∗ 9.372

(11.72) (18.04) (11.09) (21.14)
Control No Yes No Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
No. of obs. 815 815 903 900
Y Mean 96.54 96.54 124.5 124.5
Standard errors in parentheses
Comparison group is district more than 200km from the closest garment district.
The positive spillovers of the second increase in garment minimum wage
can be observed even for low-skill sector within 100km from garment district.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.010
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Table 9: Composition of female workers in garment provinces

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Low-skill 0.0522 0.0608 0.0539 0.0704 0.0667 0.0788

(0.223) (0.239) (0.226) (0.256) (0.250) (0.269)
Wage worker 0.338 0.408 0.457 0.461 0.498 0.564

(0.473) (0.492) (0.498) (0.499) (0.500) (0.496)
Age 33.09 32.89 32.51 32.88 33.51 33.17

(13.22) (13.16) (12.92) (12.86) (12.67) (12.55)
Years of chooling 5.661 5.951 6.496 6.429 6.325 6.985

(3.974) (3.986) (3.974) (3.847) (3.859) (4.371)
Married 0.510 0.507 0.473 0.517 0.568 0.512

(0.500) (0.500) (0.499) (0.500) (0.496) (0.500)
Hours worked last week 43.38 43.91 44.34 44.88 47.31 47.48

(19.13) (18.84) (17.64) (16.31) (15.59) (15.69)
Days worked last month 24.05 24.87 25.29 25.18 25.63 25.96

(7.927) (6.914) (6.494) (6.823) (6.335) (5.511)
mean coefficients; sd in parentheses

Note: All working female age between 15 and 65 in the full sample.

Table 10: Composition of female workers in non-garment provinces

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Low-skill 0.0355 0.0466 0.0597 0.0646 0.0691 0.0790

(0.185) (0.211) (0.237) (0.246) (0.254) (0.270)
Wage worker 0.242 0.237 0.261 0.296 0.336 0.365

(0.428) (0.426) (0.440) (0.456) (0.473) (0.481)
Age 33.66 34.09 33.52 33.20 34.42 33.72

(13.58) (13.97) (13.78) (13.34) (13.56) (13.43)
Years of chooling 4.059 4.488 4.832 4.951 5.143 4.795

(3.500) (3.512) (3.548) (3.637) (3.695) (3.972)
Married 0.566 0.545 0.538 0.582 0.581 0.565

(0.496) (0.498) (0.499) (0.493) (0.494) (0.496)
Hours worked last week 37.77 37.23 37.66 39.41 41.18 42.01

(19.30) (19.00) (19.16) (19.41) (18.16) (18.07)
Days worked last month 21.91 22.65 22.39 23.15 23.73 24.32

(8.506) (8.232) (8.358) (8.405) (7.764) (7.315)
mean coefficients; sd in parentheses

Note: All working female age between 15 and 65 in the full sample.
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Table 11: Composition of female garment workers

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Age 24.82 25.02 24.88 25.61 25.67 25.77

(8.126) (7.688) (7.826) (7.361) (7.605) (7.744)
Years of chooling 6.306 6.513 6.802 6.731 6.455 6.709

(2.786) (2.815) (2.762) (2.562) (2.571) (3.058)
Married 0.240 0.328 0.259 0.366 0.374 0.353

(0.427) (0.470) (0.439) (0.482) (0.484) (0.478)
Hours worked last week 52.78 54.45 54.94 54.58 56.02 54.77

(11.36) (11.05) (9.072) (8.955) (8.334) (8.371)
Days worked last month 25.73 26.93 27.10 26.86 27.40 26.54

(5.159) (3.746) (2.966) (4.422) (2.845) (3.060)
mean coefficients; sd in parentheses

Note: All female garment workers age between 15 and 65 in the full sample.
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